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ABSTRACT
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It is an object of the present invention to provide a measur
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optical measuring device . A measuring apparatus for mea
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an embodiment of the present invention includes : a micro
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micro - tube ; and a tuning fork converting vibration of the

micro - tube into an electrical signal.
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It is another object of the present invention to provide a
simple processes.
Technical Solution

MICRO - FLUID MEASURING APPARATUS

measuring apparatus which can make a micro -tube via

WITH AN ACTUATOR AND A TUNING
FORK

CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

A measuring apparatus for measuring micro - fluid or float
ing particles therein according to an embodiment of the

This application claims priority to and the benefit of present invention includes: a micro -tube containing the
Korean Patent Application No. 10 -2016 -0082751 filed in the micro - fluid ; an actuator vibrating the micro -tube ; and a
Korean Intellectual Property Office on Jun . 30 , 2016 , the 10 tuning fork converting vibration of the micro -tube into an

entire contents of which are incorporated herein by refer

electrical signal.
The measuring apparatus may further include : a first
injection capillary tube and a second injection capillary tube
respectively communicating with both ends of the micro

ence .
STATEMENT REGARDING PRIOR
DISCLOSURES BY THE INVENTOR ORA
JOINT INVENTOR

15 tube so as to inject the micro - fluid into the micro - tube ; and
fixing portions fixing the first and the second injection
capillary tubes .

Applicant hereby states under 37 CFR 1 .77 (b )(6 ) that
The actuator may be a piezo -injector which contacts a
Donghyuk Lee , Joonhui Kim , Nam - Joon Cho , Sangken
surface of the micro -tube and applies pressure in a specific
Kauh , Jungchul Lee , Nanoliter level liquid density measure - 20 direction .

ments using microtube resonance detection via quartz tuning
fork , 2016 KMEMS, published on Apr. 7 , 2016 , is desig nated as a grace period inventor disclosure . The disclosure :

The tuning fork may be a quartz tuning fork which
contacts a surface of the micro - tube and is made of quartz to
have a piezoelectric effect.

( 1 ) was made one year or less before the effective filing date
The quartz tuning fork may receive Fy component among
of the claimed invention ; ( 2) names the inventor or a joint 25 reactive forces generated by a longitudinal axis extension Ft
inventor as an author ; and (3 ) does not name additional

(Fx, Fy ) which is applied to the micro -tube by the piezo
actuator and may convert the same into an electrical signal.

persons as authors on a printed publication .

The micro - tube may be formed by a plastic working in
which a glass capillary tube is melted by a laser heating and

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a measuring apparatus for
measuring micro - fluid or floating particles thereof.
BACKGROUND ART
A flow cytometry technology is generally known as a
technology for measuring number and physical, chemical,
biological characteristics of cells, entities and various bio -

30 is then pulled .

The micro -tube and the first and the second injection

capillary tube may be integrally formed .
The micro - tube may be an elongated portion in case that
the micro - tube is formed by melting a glass capillary tube by

35 and
a laser
heating and then pulling the same to be elongated ,
the first and the second injection capillary tubes may be
both end portions of the glass micro -tube which are not
elongated by being pulled .

logical particles suspended in liquid , and has been used as an

important technology for a long time for analyzing charac - 40
through a narrow area within a micro tube . A method for

teristics of a great number of cells or micro - particles passing

recognizing phenomenon that cells or micro - particles pass

Advantageous Effects

According to an embodiment of the present invention , the

conventional optical measurement device can be replaced

through a micro -tubemay be divided into an opticalmethod with the tuning fork , so the volume can be reduced com
and an electrical method . The opticalmethod was disclosed 45 pared to that of the opticalmeasuring device , and thus it can
in Physiol. Meas . 26 , R73 -R98 by D . Huh et al.
be easily implanted to other measuring system and can be

The opticalmethod measures micro - fluid such as cells or
cal measuring device in a type of laser reflection or trans

micro - particles passing through a micro -tube using an opti mission .

However , the optical measuring device is difficult to be
packed in vacuum due to its big size and is also difficult to
be transplanted to other measuring system . Also , the micro -

easily packed in vacuum .
Also , according to an embodiment of the present inven
tion , since the micro - tube is made by a plastic working in
50 which the glass capillary tube is melted by laser hearing and

then is pulled , the manufacturing process is simple com
pared to the MEMS process of the conventional art so that
the manufacturing cost can be reduced ant the yielding rate

tube is generally formed via a MEMS (Micro Electro can be enhanced .
Mechanical Systems) process which is a technology for 55
manufacturing a subminiature precision instrument, and this
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
process is very complicated so that a manufacturing cost
thereof is high and a yielding rate is poor.
FIG . 1 schematically shows a measuring device according
to an embodiment of the present invention .
60 FIG . 2 is a drawing for explaining a measuring principle
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

Technical Problem
It is an object of the present invention to provide a 65

measuring apparatus having a reduced size by a substitution
of an optical measuring device .

of a measuring apparatus of FIG . 1 .
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

EMBODIMENTS

An embodimentof the present invention willbe described
with reference to the accompanying drawings hereinafter.
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FIG . 1 schematically shows a measuring device according injection capillary tubes 141 and 142 and at the same time
both ends of the micro - tube 110 can be fixed by the first and
drawing for explaining a measuring principle of a measuring the second injection capillary tubes 141 and 142 and the
fixing portions 150 .
apparatus of FIG . 1 .
A measuring apparatus 100 , referring to FIG . 1 and FIG . 5 Furthermore, the micro -tube 110 and the first and the
2 , is a measuring apparatus for measuring characteristics second injection capillary tubes 141 and 142 may be inte

to an embodiment of the present invention , and FIG . 2 is a

such as a density of micro - fluid or particles floating therein

grally formed . In this case , the micro - tube 110 may be an

and includes a micro -tube 110 , an actuator 120 and a tuning
fork 130 .

elongated portion in case that the micro - tube 110 is formed

by melting a glass capillary tube by a laser heating and then
The micro - tube 110 , as shown in FIG . 1, contains micro - 10 pulling the same to be elongated , and the first and the second

fluid or the like to be measured , and is vibrated by the

injection capillary tubes 141 and 142 may be both end

actuator 120 . In particular, the micro - tube 110 may be

portions of the glass capillary tube which are not elongated

formed by a plastic working in which a glass capillary tube

by being pulled .

is melted by a laser heating and is then pulled , i. e ., a laser
Also , the non - elongated end portions of the first and the
pulling forming process. Accordingly , compared to a con - 15 second injection capillary tubes 141 and 142 can be easily
ventional MEMS process, the manufacturing process is
connected to fluid connectors (not shown ) of external fluid
simple and thus the manufacturing cost can be reduced and equipments so as to be supplied with micro - fluid which will
the yielding rate can be increased . Further, by the laser be measured .
pulling forming process , the diameter and the length of the
As such , the measuring apparatus 100 according to an
micro - tube 110 vary depending on pulling amount, so the 20 embodiment of the present invention has the following

micro - tube 110 having various conditions can be provided .

effects.

having various resonant frequencies by applying a tension or

conventional optical measurement device can be replaced

regulating a resonant length . In detail, the resonant fre -

with the tuning fork 130 , so the volume can be reduced

Moreover, the micro - tube 110 can be made as a resonator

According to an embodiment of the present invention , the

quency can be tuned by applying a longitudinal tension to 25 compared to that of the optical measuring device , and thus

the micro -tube 110 , or by regulating a length I between a first

it can be easily implanted to other measuring system and can

node A which the actuator 120 contacts and a second node
B which an end of a cantilever 131 of the tuning fork 130

be easily packed in vacuum .
Also , according to an embodiment of the present inven

contacts .

tion , since the micro - tube is made by a plastic working in

The actuator 120, as shown in FIG . 1, is an element for 30 which the glass capillary tube is melted by laser hearing and

vibrating the micro - tube 110 . For example, the actuator 120

then is pulled , the manufacturing process is simple com

may be a piezo - actuator which contacts the surface of the
micro - tube 110 ( referring to the point A ) and applies pres -

pared to the MEMS process of the conventional art so that
the manufacturing cost can be reduced ant the yielding rate

sure in a specific direction .

can be enhanced .

the point B ) and may be a quartz tuning fork which is made

is intended to cover various modifications and equivalent

fork 130 , as shown in FIG . 2 , receives Fy component among
sion Ft (Fx, Fy ) which is applied to the micro -tube 110 by
the piezo - actuator 120 and converts the same into an elec

appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1 . A measuring apparatus for measuring micro - fluid or

The tuning fork 130 converts the vibration of the micro - 35 While this invention has been described in connection
tube 110 into an electrical signal. For example , the tuning with what is presently considered to be practical exemplary
fork 130 may be formed such that an end of the cantilever embodiments , it is to be understood that the invention is not
131 contacts the surface of the micro -tube 110 ( referring to
limited to the disclosed embodiments, but, on the contrary ,
of quartz to have a piezoelectric effect. The quartz tuning 40 arrangements included within the spirit and scope of the
the reactive forces generated by a longitudinal axis exten
trical signal.

Characteristics such as a density or particles of the

micro - fluid can be measured by a real time resonant fre quency change measurement via a frequency sweep method

or a feedback control using the converted electrical signal.

45 floating particles therein comprising:

a micro -tube containing the micro - fluid ;

an actuator vibrating the micro - tube ; and
a tuning fork converting vibration of the micro -tube into

an electrical signal.

Accordingly, the measuring apparatus 100 according to an 50 2 . The measuring apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the
embodiment of the present invention may be used as an
micro -tube is formed by a plastic working in which a glass
apparatus for measuring a density of micro - fluid , an appa capillary tube is melted by a laser heating and is then pulled .
ratus for analyzing micro particles in the micro - fluid or an

3 . The measuring apparatus of claim 1 , further compris

ing:
electrophoresis equipment in the micro - fluid .
In this regard , the electrical signal may be transmitted to 55 a first injection capillary tube and a second injection
capillary tube respectively communicating with both
the outside via a voltage - current converter (not shown).
The measuring apparatus 100 according to an embodi
ends of the micro -tube so as to inject the micro - fluid
ment of the present invention , as shown in FIG . 1 and FIG .
into the micro - tube ; and
2 , may further include a first injection capillary tube 141, a
fixing portions fixing the first and the second injection
second injection capillary tube 142 and a fixing portion 150 . 60
capillary tubes.
The first and the second injection capillary tubes 141 and
4 . The measuring apparatus of claim 3 , wherein the

142 respectively communicate with both ends of the micro - actuator is a piezo - injector which contacts a surface of the
tube 110 and inject micro - fluid or the like which will be micro -tube and applies pressure in a specific direction .
measured , and the fixing portions 150 fix the first and the
5 . The measuring apparatus of claim 4 , wherein the tuning
second injection capillary tubes 141 and 142 to an outer 65 fork is a quartz tuning fork which contacts a surface of the
fixing member. Accordingly , the micro -fluid or the like is micro -tube and is made of quartz to have a piezoelectric
injected into the micro -tube 110 via the first and the second
effect.
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5
6 . The measuring apparatus of claim 5 ,wherein the quartz
tuning fork receives Fy component among reactive forces
generated by a longitudinal axis extension Ft (Fx, Fy ) which

is applied to the micro -tube by the piezo - actuator and
converts the same into an electrical signal.

7 . The measuring apparatus of claim 3 , wherein the

micro -tube and the first and the second injection capillary
tube are integrally formed .
8. The measuring apparatus of claim 7 , wherein the
micro -tube is an elongated portion in case that the micro - 10
tube is formed by melting a glass capillary tube by a laser
heating and then pulling the same to be elongated , and the
first and the second injection capillary tubes are both end
portions of the glassmicro -tube which are not elongated by
15
being pulled .

